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Abstract 
The L TPC System is a standalone application system that promises a quick and 
efficient way to access information for system users. The L TPC System is build to 
provide a learning comer for preschool children and as a teaching method for teacher or 
parent. 
The L TPC System is to practice children in learning environment by using 
computer technology. It can eliminate traditional teaching method and children can 
study in anytime and anywhere, as long as have a computer in hand. 
The Waterfall Methodology with Prototypin is used to develop the LTPC 
System. The L TPC System needs special development tools such as Client/Server two- 
tier system architecture, Windows XP Professional as development platform, 3d studio 
Max 6, Macromedia Flash MX, Adobe Photo hop7.0, Sound Forge 6.0 and Swift 30. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Education has been once of the most important element in this area. It i. a 
backbone for a country's future. In Malaysia, the education system stretche from 
primary school to secondary school until university level. However, we sti11 can t 
deny the importance of child early education - the pre school. 
Pre school children, the children below five year-old and have not ntering 
into primary school to get education. Their daily life routine in playing the toys, 
watching the cartoons, playing with their brothers and sisters et cetera. As a result, 
things that are very exciting and interesting can get their attention. herefore 
multimedia technologies play a very important r le in the pre ch I ducati n. 
Multimedia is the combination of various digital media types such as text, 
images, sound, video and animation. Therefore, if the system includes all thi digital 
media types, it must be a very powerful system. 
In recent years, many pre school tart u ing multimedia a a learning t I for 
children. Anyway to overcome the problems that occur for e i tin, system a highly 
dynamic and interactive multim dia learning t ol f r pre hoot hildrcn 
incorporated with 3 environment will e dcvcloped 
inc. th $ • t ·m IS a I ·11111in h ul for th. I I. s ·hot I ihil Ir 'II, th . oflw u 
·w, h 0 
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Adobe Photoshop 7.0, Maya 5.0, 3D Studio Max 6 and others that can produce 
exciting effects. 
The content of the system as a learning tool for the pre school children will b 
presented in English. The learning subjects in the system include alphabet , uch a 
ABC, numbers (123 ... ), shapes and colors, moral, human being's body, family 
relationship ( until 3 generations), arts and music. Moreover, the system will also 
include a games section. The games can help the children relax besides learning. 
1.2 Project Objective 
The objectives that consider for building a TPC System are: 
a. Let the children involve in computer world and multimedia technol gy. 
b. Convenience for the children in learning method because it provides them a 
direct interface learning area. They can learn and get knowledge without 
teaching by teacher or their parent. 
c. Help the children grow up their mind because games will include in the 
system. 
d. This system can a a teaching method because by using multimcdi to I , the 
system will become more attractive. he children can play game be ides 
learning education. 
e. To increa e the childr .n' c mputcr 'kill le cl. I3 side that th 
language level al will be in r ·a:c. 
f. Provide the icneral kn wlcd ' for th hildrcn. 
2 
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1.3 Project Scope 
As common, the system includes a few scopes. Below are some scopes thm 
have to be considered: 
a. Identify the learning objective 
To build a successful learning system, a few problems have to consider. 
There are: 
• Syllabus that should be included in the system. 
• The way to Jet the pre school children easy to learn education by the 
system. 
• The design of the system. 
b. Specify target user 
This sy tem is specification for pre cho Is childr n nly. Thcr f re, it sh uld 
be not too complex, easy for them to learn the system, direct instruction and 
more cartoon animation. This can done by using multimedia tool, integrate 
with 3D models to include inside the system. 
e, Select multimedia tools 
Selecting the right multimedia to Is for the system is very im · rtant because 
it can effort the popularity ti r the sy tcm. The learning o jectivc and the 
target user will be considered during the t. Is electi n. 
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To develop a system, software plays a very important role. While selecting 
the software, must careful because it would effort the system work. Thcr is 
some software that suggests using: 
• Multimedia software: Macromedia I' lash MX, Adobe Ph 
Adobe ImageReady 7.0, Swish 2.0 and Sound Forge 6.0. 
• 3D software: Swift 3D, Maya 5.0 or 3D Studio Max 6. 
e. Develop content 
To developing the system content, first will do some research from Internet 
and interview kindergarten to get information about the syllabus, problems 
and doing the survey with the teachers and parents. However, while 
developing content for the system the objective will be more consider. 
1.4 Project Syllabus 
The syllabus that includes in the system is: 
a. Alphabet 
Learn from alphabet A until Zand also learn a out the diff r ntial f apit I 
letter and small letter. Besides, some simple example al will b includ in 
syllabus like A stand for ant, axe and aeroplane, then stand for... very 
alpha cl will rcprc cnt y maximum three implc example that ·u y to get 
from environment and th example will re ·nt d in ima l • • Th 
ystem al o provide printing method whi h th· alpha ·t and · mpl s cun 
print ut for writ in ~ pra 'Ii •. 
4 
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b. Numbers 
Learn number from 1 until 20. This system will introduce the number by 
movie clip to present to user. It also provides printing method fur the numb r 
writing. 
c, Shapes I Colors 
The main color will be teaches to the children. That is includes: red, yellow 
blue, orange, green, purple, brown, pink, black and white. Besides that, the 5 
general 2D shapes and 3D shapes also will be presented. 
2D shapes: circle, square, triangle, rectangle and oval. 
3D shapes: sphere, box, pyramid, cone and cylinder. 
d. Moral 
Tell the children what the right way is for example must be honest, don't be 
selfish, don't wasteful so on. This system will presented 10 of the moral 
examples. 
e. Human Being's Body 
Let the children know about the general human arts like part of head hand 
leg, and arm. 
f. F mily R tatien hit> 
The hildr n will learn nt out th ·ir Iamil m mb ·1:1 Ii ·: rundfuth ·r, 
rrandm thcr, father m rhcr i 'l .r nn br th r. 
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g. Art 
A few pictures will be provided to let children coloring. However a drawin 1 
pad will be prepares to Jet children drawing inside there. 
h. Music 
Provide a few kid songs and follow by the song story or lyric. The childr n 
can folJow to sing together. 
i. Story Telling 
A few stories will be prepared. Each story present by a little text and related 
images, so that it can easy to attract the children. 
1.5 Problems of tatement 
In Malaysia, using multimedia a learning tools for pre schools children still 
not popular even though the primary schools or secondary schools. But in foreign 
country, teaching by using multimedia learning tools as a teaching method for pre 
schools children arc start popular especially for wcdcn, Finland P rtugal and 
United Kingdom. Malaysia still not popular in it because many t achers or parent are 
no experience in computer skill . There arc also less produc selling in the market. 
eside that the teaching rneth d that e 1 now very b ring, therefore it 
encourages me to build a y tern that can Ive all the probl 1 that m intion a· ov . 
While having this ' stem, hildr m no n ied · to brin h ·a b whi ·h in .lud '!i 
difference ubject f alrc id b • m '" th ' inf rm uiou th lt wunt 
to present lo th· children ur insid • th . stem 
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1.6 Target User 
This system is specifying build for pre schools children as a learning method. 
Therefore the content of the system must be suitable for pre schools childr n. Th 
content that includes in the system must easy to understand, learn and not complex 
by the children. The interface of the system also must be more cartoon anim tion, 
including sound, 3D images and many more to attract the children attention. y the 
way, in the system will have a complete syllabus which suitable for the pre schools 
children level. 
1. 7 Project Schedule 
In order to timely achieve project objectives, a project schedule is planned 
rationally to manage the time taken for each task. The following series activitie will 
be carried out. 
1. Introduction 
2. Literature Review 
3. Methodology 
4. System Analysis 
5. System Design 
6. Prototyping 
7. Development and oding 
8. Unit esting 
item c uin 1 
10. <>CUf nt tion 
7 
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Each step will be conducted in different phase and path. Some of the phases 
can be overlapped and some of them cannot. Figure below present the proj ·ct 
schedule ofL TPC System. 
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1.8 Report Layout 
This project proposal report consists of five chapters. The purpose of this 
layout is to give overview of the major phases involved during development of th 
project. Below are the report layouts: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the major phases of the project that 
includes the objective, project scope, sy11abus and project schedule. 
Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
This chapter gives brief explanation on topics researched and studies 
that are relevant to this project It is the combination between 
literature search and literature review. 
Chapter 3 : Metliodology 
This chapter emphasizes on the justifications for the chosen project 
methodology. It also discusses the information gathering techniques 
and the explanation about the development software and platform 
chosen to develop this system. 
Chapter 4 : System Analysis 
This chapter describes the sy tern analy i of the project including 
functional requirements, non-functional requirements, hardware and 
software requirements on different developin • tools. lt also expluinr 
how the rcquirem •nt for thi pro' cot were acquit id. 
10 
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Chapter 5 : System Design 
This chapter explains the conceptual and technical design of the 
system It covers the structure chart, data flow diagram, process 
flowchart and user interface. 
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1.9 Chapter Summary 
This chapter focuses mainly on the introduction of this project. A brief 
introduction and definition are stated in the first part of this chapter which i. tJ1 
Project Overview. Apart from that, relevant information and topics are also being 
discussed consequentially. Topics included are Project Objectives, Project Scope, 
Project Syllabus, Problems of Statement, Target User, Project Schedule and Report 
Layout. The research and development of this proposed system will take about 8 
months. 
The next chapter literature review will carried out whereby current systems 
are surveyed to better understand how it is implemented, together with comparisons 
between different operating system platforms, development tools, databases and 
others. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This chapter is about the review on problem that will occur, existing ystem 
review, technologies involved in the application development and oth r r lcvant 
tools that needed in the development. This chapter plays a significant role to the 
software requirement and decision of tools that needed in the project development. 
The fact finding based on actual software documentation, articles, related books and 
Internet. 
2.1 Acronyms and Terminology 
Below are some terminology and acronyms for my system: 
1. Dynamic 
Based on Oxford Advanced earner's nglish- hinc c ictionary dynamic 
brings the meaning as: 
1. Power or forces that produce movement. 
11. (Of a person) energetic and forceful. 
111. Force that produce change, action, or effects. 
2. Interactive 
Based on ford Advanced earner nglish- hinese Dicti nary 
interactive brings th meaning as: 
1. With om thin f two r m r p opt or thinu: 
int .ructin 1. 
11. Aile> in continuou twr .. w 1 tran: fer of infommtion 
l ·h ·n 1 xnnputcr md the pc1:on n. in 1t 
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3. Multimedia 
Based on the URL: http://www.glasshaus.com/Glossarv.asp, multim •din 
brings the meaning as: 
1. Using a computer to present multiple type of m ·di 
simultaneously, in an integrated manner. The. e c n includ 
sound, graphics, video, text, animation, or any oth r f rm 
information representation. 
Based on URL: http://www.tedhaynes.com/hayn s 1/atol.html, interacti e 
multimedia brings the m aning same as "An application invo) ing 
substantial user input or control and presenting at least two of the following: 
text, graphics, sound, image, video, and animation. Applications can be in the 
areas of education entertainment, informati n and publishing, and 
tran actions". 
4. Learning 
Based on Oxford Advanced earner's ""nglish- hine c icti nary, learning 
brings the meaning as: 
1. Knowl dg obtained y tudy. 
5. 'fool 
a ed on ford Ad anced Leamer ·ngllsh- hinese Dictiona , tool 
brin > th m ianin > as: 
1. lnstrum nt held rn th hand ind u: ·d fo wor mg 011 
· >Ill ·thin . 
11. An thin • used to do u uelu • · sum •thtH!' 
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As the entire meaning combined together, learning tool brings the meaning 
same as "instrument that used to do or achieve the knowledge obtained by 
study". 
6. Pre school 
Based on Oxford Advanced Learner's English-Chinese Dictionary pre- 
school brings the meaning as: 
1. Of the time or age before a child is old enough to go to 
school. 
7. Children 
Based on Oxford Advanced Learner's nglish-Chinese Dictionary, children 
brings the meaning as: 
1. Young human being below the age of puberty (boy or girl). 
n. Son or daughter (of any age) 
111. Unborn or newly born human being (baby) 
As the entire meaning combined together, pre school children brings the 
same meaning as "boy or girl who's below the age of puberty that old 
enough to go to school'. 
8. Incorporate 
B cd on xford Ad anccd L earn 'r ·n Ii h- hincs Dietl nary 
ineorperet brings th m ·anin ' as: 
1. Ma e 01t thin part of a whol : in .lud . 
11. I In I.! • om rthin 1 1. pall ol n whol '. 
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m. Formed into a corporation; incorporated. 
9. JD 
Based on URL: 137.224.135.82/glossary/glossary all.asp, 3 
three-dimensional and it brings the meaning as: 
1. A description of an entity m terms of thrc spatia 1 
dimensions. General.ly these three dimensions are 
landing for 
represented as x, y, and z co-ordinates. 
10. Environment 
Based on Oxford Advanced earner's nglish- hinese 
environment brings the meaning as: 
1. ondition , circumstances, etc affecting people's lives. 
ictionary, 
2.2 Current A vailablc ystem 
In Malaysia, the L TPC ystem till fre h. We can see a lot of this system 
software in the market which mostly import from foreign countric . A re ·carch ha 
been conducted to find m r information about the existing system. I found u lot of 
this functional system in the Internet also. clow i · some web itc which related with 
my system that J found: 
I. A T N NT · R htt ://w\ w.ah 'loon ·nt er.com 
2. Ka oo ·e Fun rch ol htt1l·//gamcs. Iunschool r m 
htm 
4. 
16 
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2.2.1 ABC TOON CENTER 
URL: 
http://www.abctoonccnter.com 
ADMIT ONO 
Figure 2-J: AB TOON CENTERS reen Shot 
The ABC TOON CENTER contains information about 
1. Games Corner 
2. Cartoon Corner 
3. Story Comer 
4. Silence Theater 
5. Adventure Park 
6. Magic Show 
Figure 2-l show that the A T N 1N1 l.:.R, crecn hot. ~hi. pa 11;; u c sharp 
colo cause th· p·t c mm· utt cuvc The •olorn that show in th pa ur · r · J, trc ·n 
blue ell w, purpl rown ind whit . id that, the 1 i 'lur 
17 
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This page also provides some link. In addition, the font that using for text also 
suitable for the page. 
2.2.2 Kaboose Funscbool 
URL: 
http://games.funschool.com 
Fi~urt 2-2: boo e Fun. chool • n Sbot 
he Kab • •tmschool ontain infbr notion rbout: 
I. Pre hool eartun ' orn ·r 
2. amcs 
18 
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3. Alphabet Comer 
4. Number Comer. 
Figure 2-2 shows that the Kaboose unschoo1 screen shot. 1 he background 
design for the page uses dark sharp blue to attract the user attention, The text of thi 
page is readability. The buttons are suitable and easy to understand. How ver th 
pictures in the page are less and the spacing of the page is not fully utilized. 
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2.2.3 Gayle's Preschool Rainbow 
Sept 29 20().1 
Navigation 
Al11habet TI111ni 
Anlni.11 Actlvltl~ 
8 k to SchOol 
Theme 
1 Q!_i,~k II ory 
ll1e111 
URL: 
http://www.preschoolrainbow.org/indcx, him 
Goyfe's 
Preschool Rainbow - Activity Central 
'Wh~ Early Childhood Tcaehcr'c Find Ideas" 
I Preschool education activities and eorly childhood eci.icotion lesson plans thot give 
' preschool childr1?n choices. Idens for pre-k o.nd kindergarten teachers that enrich 
classroom curriculum ore: orronged by tiwme. Plus e<Ky ot home fun leomi"9 9arna. 
There's even a search function and on oppo1•tunity to submit your own ideos. To 
' receive announcement• about updotu in on cccesiencl nttwsldter, enter your email 
address below ond click the 'Join' button. 
It is NOT necessary to include any additional re ted information. 
top lea 
t 
~ctlv 1'Y centnd Activity Central 
"A rainbow of preschool education activity plans" 
In the ~ck To Sc.!!ool Thc;m_c you'll find I son pion idea . 
cctivlrles and '°'19' for Ott exciti"9 beginning to the pre-k o.nd 
kindargortCUI school yoar. 
Take o look at the 2 web pogcs of fh Foll Aetivit Th me which 
hove o horvc.st of pre-school curriculum octiv1t1cc and songs for 
AutU!IWl. 
Figur 2-3: Gayle'~ Pre chool Rninbow S r en hot 
The ayle s Pre School Rainbow contains information about: 
1. arly Childhood Idea 
2. Alphabet Theme 
Animal J\ tivitic · 
4. Nurse Rh thin 
0 
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Figure 2-3 show Gayle's Pre School Rainbow screen shot. The system is less 
attractive because the pages background used white color and the text are in bla k 
color so overall it is looks like very bored. Beside that, there are also fewer pictures 
in the pages. The links button also not directly to know about what it will provide. 
2.2.4 Pre School Learners 
URL: 
http://www.boowakwala.com 
Onllnt l'lllth1111 ~or S0.7~ 
P,uilrlin') ~PIM s 
f'rnttrnonnl! 
Shadows 
Good Hn rtt 
Clothes 
food Drink 
In The Hou st 
Moch mes 
.¥.uf1co.l Instruments 
Animals 
Toys 
Whit 11 prlnt1bl1 worklh11t 
r;h1ldr n art mott lrktly lo I orn 
whtn they arr 1111 r(l.(llng wrth 
odult,, pt rt, m t r1ol~ nd 
their 'urroundinq' 111 wrrys that 
help th m mok bttl r nnd dup 
sense of thttr own txp riencss 
arid !h 1r rw1ror1m r11 
Th workshut in preschool 
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Figure 2-4 shows the Pre School Learners screen shot. The background color 
for the page used sharp color to attract the user attention. There are also including a 
lot of other information in the system. However this system presented too much tc, t 
until the user feels boring. Beside that, the links should be support by picture o th t 
user easy to make their choice. 
2.3 Pre School 
Pre school, a nursery school, for the young children whose six years old and 
below to learn education in it. Such pre schools generally teach early social skills for 
the child, that include interpersonal interaction, being a part of a group of peers, and 
classroom skills such as following the instructions of a teacher. There also will teach 
some formal education., such as early reading or language skills. Some of these 
schools have adopted specialized methods of teaching, such as Montessori schools. 
2.3.J Historical Overview for Pre School 
The first pre-schools were established in the l 820's by a private initiative 
with a view to receiving the children of working families where both parents worked 
outside the home. uring the period etween 1850 to I 00 private educational 
institutions appeared which were open on a part-time bu i . The e i titution had 
pedagogical objectives and were aim d at the children of th mor • privtle ' ·d cl , · ·c . 
In 1919 the uni h . tnt • ullocut id u subv nti n t institution» with n iciul 
vocation. Th ial reform o l 
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up to 50% of their operational expenditure from the state. From that time on, the state 
and the municipalities have gradually obtained the biggest financial and pedagogical 
responsibility for the administration of these institutions. 
In 1949, a subvention was also made available for those institutions which 
had not been entitled to it until then, as they did not meet the conditions of the act to 
the effect that they were to cater for the children of disadvantaged families. The 
pedagogical objective of the institutions was thus recognized. 
An act of 1964 obliged the authorities to make all public services available to 
all citizens. The right to pre-school education was also emphasized in the Social 
Assistance Act of 1976, which demanded that the municipalities create the necessary 
infrastructure to meet the needs of families. 
In 1987, the state delegated the responsibility for the financial administration 
of the pre-school institutions to the municipalities. (J] 
2.3.2 Early Childhood Education 
Education in the second half of the twentieth century has been characr rizcd 
by increases in the provision of educational programs for preschool-age childr n, 
The largest wave of preschool education activity has been the federally funded lead 
Start program establish ·d in the 19 Os [21. Jl was established to h Ip children 
overcome the co nitive ial emotional, and ph 'i ti d •licit! thut f equ ntl 
accompany gr win ur in economi •nlly d ·pri ·d hom-.. Thi. kind of' pr »schoul 
normally providin 1 an arm of ducntional and s itt s i ·s to hild ·n urd th ir 
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families, which designed to foster general well-being and enhance school readiness, 
so that these children might gain the full benefit of their school experiences and 
more successful in life generally. 
One-fourth of all children under the age of six are Jiving in poverty, and th .t 
three-fifths of the mothers of three- and four-year-old children now work outside the 
home. However, fewer than 20 percent of the nation's three and four-year-olds from 
poor families are currently enrolJed in Head Start programs [3]. 
In addition to the generalJy recognized need to provide some kind of extra 
support to children from low-income homes, there is another reason for the dramatic 
increase in educational programs for children before first grade. This is the increase, 
alluded to above, of mothers in the workforce. Many parents who are not at home 
with their children in the daytime are not satisfied with unstructured day care or 
babysitting, preferring that their children participate in more formal learning 
experiences. 
Many educators and researchers view early childhood education as beneficial 
to children's cognitive and social developmenl These proponents-including virtually 
all of the researchers and theorists whose work was consulted in order t rcpare thi 
document--base their conviction on personal observation and on the many re earch 
studies linking early childh od programs to desirable outcomes. National 
Association for the ducation of Young hildren [4] warn again t too much formal, 
highly structured education for very youn children. These and oth ·r writ rs hove 
called attention to three maior obj .ction · lo sci ool-b 1: ·d 1 ro rnms, thes obj· ·lion: 
include: 
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• Such programs, because they are to be conducted in schools normally serving 
elementary-age children, will inevitably adopt formal academic teachin 
methods that early childhood specialists generally consider developmentally 
inappropriate for under-six-year-olds. 
• Research reporting positive long-term benefits of early education progranu 
based on the kind of high quality of staff and program implementation 
unJikely to be duplicated in most school districts. 
• Others ... cite the special risks of public school programs for young children. 
suggesting that such children need comprehensive programs that include 
health, nutrition, social services, and parent involvement, as well as informal 
curriculum/methods. 
In addition, the issues surrounding the half-day/full-day kindergarten 
controversy have to pay attention. Because the additional hours arc too fatiguing for 
young children and that, in any case, increasing allocated time does not necessarily 
enhance program quality [5]. 
2.4 Multimedia 
Multimedia is the u e of everal different media lo convey information text, 
audio, graphics, animation video and interactivity). Multimedia al o refer to 
computer media. 
A' tho informati n is pr· icnt ·d in various formats, multim ·di t mhuu cs us ·r 
experience and hcl] ira pin 1 information b ·t1 rand fo t r. 
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Presenting information in various formats is nothing new to human beings, 
but multimedia generally implies presenting information in various digital formats. 
Although it is also used in visual arts to describe works created using more than on 
medium. 
Multimedia finds its application in various areas including, but not limited to, 
education, entertainment, engineering, medicine, mathematics, and scientific 
research. 
In education, multimedia is used to produce Computer Based Training 
courses (popularly called CBTs ), reference books like encyclopedias and 
alamanacs.[6) 
A CBT lets the user go through a series of presentation, text about a particular 
topic and associated illustrations in various information formats. 
An electronic multimedia encyclopedia can present information in better 
ways than a traditional encyclopedia can. So the user has more fun and learns fast. 
Multimedia is heavily used in the entertainment industry especially to 
develop special effects in movies and animation for cartoon characters. Multimedia 
games, which are software programs available either as C ROMs or online arc a 
popular pa time. orne video games also use multimedia features. 
Multimedia applications that allow w ers to active! participat instead of just 
sitting by a a i c re i i nt of inf' rmaticn ar nil int 'm ·tiv multim xlin, An 
example is interactive multimedia am '.'. 
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For instance, a user can play a simu]ated multimedia soccer match without 
actually being in the ground. The simulation is just an illusion, but it makes the user 
think that they play a real match. The environment is created by using many 
equipments of control like headset, goggles, joystick, sensors and by coordinating 
various multimedia components with a technique caJled virtual reality. They provide 
an environment which is experienced by users as similar to reality. This tcchniqu is 
used in some arcade games and also in flight simulators, to import training to pilots, 
without having to go for a real flight. 
In engmeenng, especially in Mechanical and Automobile Engineering, 
multimedia is primarily used for designing a machinery or automobile. This lets an 
engineer view a product from various perspectives, zoom critical parts and do other 
manipulations, before actually producing it. 
In medicine, doctors can get trained by looking at a virtual surgery or they 
can simulate how human body is affected by diseases spread by viruses and bacteria 
and then develop techniques to prevent the same. 
In mathematical and cientific research, multimedia is mainly wed for 
modeling and simulation. or example, a scientist can look at a molecular model of a 
particular substance and manipulate it to arrive at a new sub lance. 
In the arts we can talk about multimedia artists when we com acres those 
minds able to blend techniques u in ' different rr ·dia that in some wa in rporates 
interaction with the viewer. 
7 
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2.4.1 The type of Multimedia 
There are 5 types of media included in the multimedia application, there arc: 
video, audio, graphics/images, animation and text. 
2.4.1.1 Video 
Digital video is a type of video system that works by using a digital 
representation of the brightness and color of each pixel of the image. Black and white 
digital video is also possible. 
Video is the technology of processing electronic signals representing moving 
pictures. A major application of video technology is television, but it is also widely 
used in engineering, scientific, manufacturing, and security applications. Other uses 
of video have tended to use the video formats designed for television use. 
Videotape replaced film as the favored medium for sharing moving picture· 
with others, and its little wonder: it' cheap, consumer-quality equipment is easy to 
use, and the results can be viewed instantly. In business, video's usefulness is taking 
a long time to be seen. Large companies invest vast amounts of money in 
promotional, educational and informational videos, money which is typically handed 
to professional video production houses. But advances in technology have made it 
possible for anyone with the right equipment and software to create th ir own videos. 
The mo t recent advun ·c provid us with u ch. i ·c w • p vi msl didn't 
have: anal ue or di ital. Analo u · id is . impl ·t- md- 
digital video i. 11 ord d on tape as w ·II but us u di it 11 si n ti Wh ·n lppli ·d n vid •o 
8 
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a moving video signal is digitalized, stored on a computer's hard disk and played 
back Jater. 
2.4.1.2 Audio 
Audio is the processing of a representation of auditory signals, or sound. The 
audio is represented by digital or analog signal. Usually the electrical signal is 
represented an analog audio while a digital audio is representation expresses the 
pressure wave-from as a sequence of symbols, usually binary numbers. An analog is 
a voltage level represents the air pressure waveform of the sound. 
The focus in audio signal processing is most typically an analy is of which 
parts of the signal are audible. For example, a signal can be modified for different 
purposes such that the modification is controlled in the auditory domain. Which parts 
of the signal are heard and which are not, is not decided merely by physiology of the 
human hearing system, but very much by psychological properties. These properties 
are analyzed within the field of psychoacoustics. 
Processing methods and application areas include storage, compression, 
transmission, enhancement ( .g., equalization filtering, noi e cancellation echo 
removal or addition etc.), source separation sound effect and computer mu nc. 
2.4.J.3 Graplai 
When the .olor 1raphi A iapt •r fir. t l cam l ailablc for lh • ori unul IUM 
P , pundit' scoff d, insi; tin , that no scri< u. ·omput · user n 'l' t ·d cnlu m eu11 hi ~ 
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Color graphics languished for some years as the domain of scientists and game 
players, but with the introduction of the EGA and VGA on the PC, the Amiga I 00() 
in which color graphics were standard, and the first color Macs, color began to cam a 
well-deserved reputation as a useful tool for serious users. Now many programs take 
for granted that they're running on color displays and even text-mode program 
make liberal use of color to present data more clearly. 
Graphics play a key role in bringing computers closer to human-style 
communication. Where humans rely on facial expression and body language, 
computers can employ graphics to communicate an unspoken message. 
There are a few categories of graphics· that are two dimension (2D) graphic 
and three dimension (30) graphic which are used most in the environment. 
t. 2D Grap/tic 
2D computer graphics is the computer-based generation of digital images- 
mostly from two-dimensional models (such as 20 geometric models, text, 
and digital images) and by techniques specific to them. 2 computer graphics 
are mainly used in applications that were originally developed upon 
traditional printing and drawing technologies, such as typo tmphy 
cartography, technical drafting, advertising, etc .. In tho se applications, the 
two-dimen ional image is not just a r pre entation of n r al-world object, but 
an independent artifact with added semantic valu ~ tw -dim msi 1111 modl;l.1: 
arc therefore referred be au: c th y ii · m >r · dir · t .ontrul r the lrn 1 0 
0 
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than 3D computer graphics (whose approach is more akin to photography 
than to typography). 
ii. 3D Graphic 
3D computer graphics are works of graphic art that were created with the aid 
of digital computers and specialized 30 software. ln general, the term may 
also refer to the process of creating such graphics, or the field of study of 3D 
computer graphic techniques and its related technology. 
30 computer graphics are distinct from 20 computer graphics in that a three- 
dimensional virtual representation of objects is stored in the computer for the 
purposes of performing calculations and rendering images. 1n general, the art 
of 3D graphics is akin to sculpting or photography, while the art of 20 
graphics is analogous to painting. In computer graphics software, this 
distinction is occasionally blurred; some 20 applications use 30 techniques 
to achieve certain effects such as lighting, while some primarily 30 
applications make use of2D visual techniques. 
2.4.1.4 Animation 
Animation is the art of creating moving images via the use of computers. It is 
a subfield of computer graphics and animation. Increasin ly it is created b means of 
30 computer lraphics thou ih 2 computer phic: ' • still widcl used, 
omctime th tar et of the animuuon i~ the comput •r its If; som stim s the t r t is 
another medium, . u h as film. 
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To create the illusion of movement, an image is displayed on the computer 
screen then quickly replaced by a new image that is similar to the previous ima c 
but shifted slightly. This technique is identical to how the illusion of movement is 
achieved with television and motion pictures. 
2.4.1.5 Text 
In language, text is something that contains words to express something. The 
term usually has broader meaning. 
In linguistics text enters at least two types of contrasts. One is that between 
system and text, system being understood as the ability of the speakers to 
communicate using verbal signs, and text being understood as the product of this 
ability. The other is between text understood as written text, and speech, spoken 
text ln Literary Theory a text is the object being studied, whether it be a novel, a 
poem, a film, an advertisement, or anything else with a linguistic component. he 
term came into use with the rise of cultural studies, and the corresponding 
broadening of what it was one could talk about when talking about literature. 171 
2.4.2 Virtual Reality 
Virtual Reality is a et of computer recbnologic whi h, wh n iombmcd, 
provide an interface to a computer- ienerated world and in pnrti ·ulu provid such a 
convincin interface that the user beli v ·. h is •ctwtll in a thre · dimen i nal 
computer- en nuted world. l'his ·01111mt ·r 
2 
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world object, such as a house; it might be an abstract world that does not exist in a 
real sense but is understood by humans, such as a chemical molecule or n 
representation of a set of data; or it might be in a completely imaginary scion 
fiction world. 
A key feature is that the user believes that he is actually in this differ nt 
world. A second key feature of Virtual Reality is that if the human moves his head, 
arms or legs, the shift of visual cues must be those he would expect in a real world. 
In other words, besides immersion, there must be navigation and interaction 
2.4.3 Applications of Multimedia 
There are many multimedia applications in existence today that, to one 
degree or another, touch the lives of everyone. As a simple example, the TV 
broadcast of the centennial Olympic Games employed the digital multimedia 
network technology. More sophisticated technologies and their applications will 
inevitably change many facets of our lives. The following is only a very brief 
introduction to some of the applications that exist today. 
2.4.3.t Multimedia in Education 
The use of multimedia in industries has been extern ive as it ha c in 
effective in increasing productivity and retention rutcs, where search hns . hown 
that peopl rem mb r 20% f what they cc 40% f wh H th sc ind he ir hut 
about 7 % f what they • c and hear and do , imulr meou 'I 181. Thi. is ·~1 ·cinll.y 
si nificam in th BT ( cmputer-Bascd 1 minin ) modul in corporntion. li 
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Ernst & Young, and Union Pacific, where employees are trained in organizational 
procedures and in flight simulations in the aviation industry to train pilots. Jt js now 
permeating the educational system as a tool for effective teaching and learning [8]. 
With multimedia, the communication of the information can be done in a mor 
effective manner and it can be an effective instructional medium for delivering 
information. A multi-sensory experience can be created for the audience, which, in 
turn, elicits positive attitudes toward the application. Multimedia has also been 
shown to elicit the highest rate of information retention and result in shorter learning 
time [8]. On the part of the creator, designing a multimedia application that is 
interactive and multi-sensory can be both a challenge and a thrill. Multimedia 
application design offers new insights into the learning process of the designer and 
forces them to represent information and knowledge in a new and innovative way. 
Multimedia is changing the way we communicate with each other. The way 
we send and receive mes ages is more efTectively done and better comprehended. 
The inclusion of media elements reinforces the message and the delivery, which 
leads to a better learning rate. The power of multimedia lies in the fact that it is 
multi-sensory, stimulating the many senses of the audience. It is also interactive 
enabling the end-users of the application to control the content and flow of 
information. The evolution of multimedia has made it very po siblc for learners to 
become involved in their work. With multimedia technologies, we can create 
multimedia applications as part of their project requirements. his would make u · 
active participants in our own learning proces ·, in tead of· u 't b ·in 
of the educational content 
hmm rs 
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2.4.4 The Important of Multimedia 
At the present time, numerous multimedia applications and services a 
available. However, this rapidly advancing multimedia technology is continuou ly 
spawning new products and applications, and their emergence will have a significant 
impact on a large number of people from all walks of life. Furthermore, those 
affected will range in age from young school children to practicing professionals, and 
encompass such activities as education, entertainment, health care, religion, sales and 
a host of other business applications. The development of a global view of 
multimedia computers, the related communication, and the tremendous variety of 
this technology's applications permits one to use it in an efficient and effective 
manner for career enhancement or simply enjoying life. 
This important and constantly evolving area comprises a number of 
technologies, which include multimedia computer , compression and multimedia 
network as well as the transport mechanisms for these networks. The standards and 
technology for multimedia and multimedia communication are evolving at a 
prodigious pace, and staying abreast of the wide spectrum of this rapidly advancing 
area of technology is indeed quite challenging. 
2.5 Technology Review 
2.5.1 Standalone Application y tem 
tandalone application i t 'Ill thnt run· lo nil on th u 1 ; ornputcr, Th 
whole application reside in th user s comput ·r th at le ·!i nnt ·01111 •t to oth r 
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computer. The data are not shared with other computers. Either developer will have 
to distribute the application or users will have to download it from a specific website. 
The hard disk, printers and other hardware connected to a stand-alone computer can 
only be utilized through the computer they are connected to and inaccessibl to other 
computer. Therefore, the distribution of the system is rather flexible. Systems can be 
written into compact discs, flash drives, zip drives etc. 
The advantages of standalone application are: 
• Resides totally on the users' computer 
• Independent and works without any technical limitations 
• Various ways of distribution are supported 
• No server side programming required 
• Information can be in multiple format 
The disadvantages of standalone application are: 
• Software update requires redistribution 
• Dependent on practical limitations (hard disk size) 
• Requires installation on the users' computer 
2.S.2 System Architecture 
System architecture exist t pr vide rganization 11 lbl and r u t 
infrastructur that depending on how they arc de i n cm ·u1 ·r th· r> ·if' t usino , 
needs. Below is description of diffcn nt. tern ar hitcctu environmcn : 
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2.5.2.1 Client-Server Architecture 
Client-server architecture is a distributed system model which shows how 
data and processing are distributed across a range of processors. In this approach, th 
system may be thought of as a set of services that provided to clients arc treated 
differently in these system The 'client' is allowed to request service from the server 
and the 'server' gives the services to clients. This approach has the ability to present 
the information to the user via a graphical user interface (GUI). 
Pros: shared data environment, ideal of small business. 
Cons: software control, software deployment and poor performance 
2.5.2.1.1 Client-Server 2-tier 
The two-tier architecture partitioned into two logical layers: the front-end and 
the back-end. The front-end process is developed in a 4GL and allowed the user 
interacts on their personal computer. However, the back-end process is a database 
server and it is typical1y resides on a centralized server machine in a centralized 
environment 
2.5.2.1.2 Client-Server 3-tier 
Client/Server three-tier drive a logical division of th applicuti n 
components the databa c omponcnt and the bu inc ' rule that o cm the 
processes the application supports. It provide. on c, plicit I er for th hu: inc. s rule, 
that nts betwe ·n front- n t nnd bu ·k~ nd. II ilso n · •P ·ulnl s th busine m d I 
associated with the s t m and parutc it form th cod . 
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2.5.3 Application Platform 
Application platform is served as a platform that for developer to develop 
their system. Below is some operating system in the market: 
O~erating 
UnigueR~lo~~ Total Share Graph 
System 
Windows98 117,796 77,470 195,266 55.84% 
Windows 2000 t XP 47,576 35,597 83,173 22.55% 
Other/unknown 16,818 8,910 25,728 7.97% 
Windows 95 9,287 6,802 16,089 4.40% 
Windows ME 8,302 7,864 16,166 3.94% 
Windows NT 8,248 5,596 13,844 3.91% 
Linux 2 1,567 598 2,165 0.74% 1' 
Ma cos 1,014 278 1,292 0.48% . 
Unix/unknown 32 3 35 0.02% 
OS/2 3 0 3 0.00% 
Table 2--1: Statistic of Op rating ystem 
Resources from URL: http://counter.search.bg 
2.5.3.1 Unix 
UNIX is an operating system that originated at ell labs in I a 
interactive time-sharing syst m. It is a freeware product vith many e t nsions and 
new ideas provided in variety f UNfX b different companies unive •it and 
individuals. ll i not a pr prietary owned h an computer ·ompun1 ·s und it is th 
fi t open or standard that uld improv f b m on· l NJ in ·Jud-. th 
traditional op eration ·yst »n · mpon nr ·. It hu fun tions th u mum ' th' h irdw tr 
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Pros: 
a. powerful and motivate OS 
b. it is a network-based platform 
c. Consistent way to manage files and users no need learn special command to 
every new task. 
Cons: 
a. It is too expensive to use because it need a very powerful workstation. 
2.5.3.2 Linux 
LINUX is UNIX-like as that was designed to provide personal computer 
users a free or very low cost OS compare to traditional and usually more expensive 
UNIX system. LINUX including graphical user interface, an X window system, 
TCP/IP, the Emacs editor, and other component usually found in a comprehensive 
UNIX system LINUX is publicly open and extendable by contributors. Because it 
conforms to the portable operation system interface standard user and programming 
interface, developers can write program that can be ported to other 
Pros: 
1. It is stable 
11. It is developed under eneral Public Lie ·n e N ) and it' ourcc code 
is freely availa le to everyone. 
ons: 
c 
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1. inherently unsafe because very malicious cracker in the universe has the 
source code to the web site that developer under LINUX 
u. it is developed by people world-wide then lack proper organized 
support. 
2.5.3.3 Windows NT 
Microsoft Windows NT is one of the leading OS in the internet and intra net. 
It is comprises of two products: Microsoft NT Workstation and Microsoft NT Server. 
It is more safe that Windows 95 and Windows 98. ft has faster performances 
therefore can fulfill business users. 
Pros: 
1. Minimal changes of system need to run a different hardware platform. 
11. Support SMP 
111. It could be easily expanded on by writing to a well defines Application 
Program.ming Interface (API) 
rv, Could easily be ported to run m numerous different languages and 
writing system with minimal modification to the software. 
v. Including of Microsoft Internet Information ervcr. 
Cons: 
1. required licensed foe. 
40 
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2.5.3.4 Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is a very good representative of its kind, the changes, both 
fundamental and cosmetic have made Windows 2000 server faster, more reliable 
heavier duty and easier to use. It has an operating system directory service which 
provides the means to record and organize the resources of a network ( people, 
computer and peripherals, control their security, and monitor their operation. 
Pros: 
i. Active directory and the services is enables. 
11. Improved performance, reliability, and security. 
iii. Better administrative facilities. 
iv. Allows Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
Cons: 
1. Cost of planning and implementation, especially for mid-size 
organization that must use Active Directory. 
2.5.3.5 Windows XP Professional 
Windows XP Professional is the latest version of the Windows desktop 
operating system It is the next client and server-bi ed S. lt is built on the Windows 
20000 kernel but bring a new, more per onalized look to the desktop. With the 
strengths of Windows 2000 Professiona I and th' be st bu: inc 'S features of Window 
98, Window XP Pr fcs i nal is th best d t p • for all 1iz of'buslncs», 
Pros: 
41 
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I. Most reliable version. 
u. Can restore a computer to a previous state without lo in 'l data 
ui. Increased application compatibility and latest hnrd n : cind 11 is 
support 
iv. It is easier to deploy and maintain the browser. 
v. Improve handling of file associations 
Vt. More stable and improved troubleshooting tools. 
Cons: 
1. need large hard drive space (around 1 GB) 
u. Need high system specification to eliminate support for device driver 
which are not approved by Microsoft. 
m. High costly operating system. 
2.5.4 Authoring Tools 
2.5.4.1 3D Studio Max 6 
30 Studio Max is one of the most powerful robust and rich r ature 
modeler in the market, with the extensive range f m dcling technique and er 
friendly GUI ( raphic User Interface) which makes 30 tudio Max 4 the tools for 
both beginner and expert. tudio Ma i · u full D modeler, cqui with va t 
number of plug in which make an imagination com more reality than ever. 
Basically, there i almost nothina than cun be ima tined and cannot be modeled by 
tu lo Ma . 
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3D Studio Max is build with following features: harnct r animation, 
Advanced Skinning, Bones(Shaded Volumetric Bon s stem), In .rse Kin matics 
solvers, Flex, View port Manipulators, Param t r Wiring rarue velopment 
features, Customs Attributes, Polygon Modelin Hiora h·i ol ubdivision Surface 
Modeling, Advanced Bezier Modeling, Active h de and better Raytracing. 
2.5.4.2 Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 
Sound Forge is an audio editor that includes a powerful set of audio 
processes, tools, and effects for recording and manipulating audio. This application is 
the professional's choice for audio editing, audio recording, effects processing, 
streaming-content creation, and more. 
Sound orge 7.0 continues to build on its decade-long legacy by adding 
features that make it more powerful than ever to enhance the work now and 
productivity. These include DirectX plug-in effects automation; automated time- 
based recording and audio-threshold record triggering; enhanced spectrum-analysis 
tools; white-, pink-, and brown-noise generators; clipped peak detection and 
marking; Media xplorer; project-file creation and much more. 
2.5.4.3 Adobe Photo bop 7.0 
Ado e Photoshop i a rate-of-the-art tool with its comprehensive set of 
retouchin , paintin , d iwin and Web tools, Photoshop complete any image-editing 
tas cfficicntl . And with features like the I list-Ory palette and ditablc layer effects 
whi ·h nllow u. ·r to perim nt f •cly without sacrificing efficiency. 
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Photoshop is a technical tool, for advance user it can almo t reate any 
texture, any 20 image and can finely retouch on a I he to. . Ph to hop become 
more robust and rich features in every latest r I ens d \ hi h mak s it th· best image 
editing software in the market. 
2.5.4.4 Paint Shop Pro 
Paint Shop Pro is software for creating professional digital-imaging results. 
By combining automatic and precision tools with an integrated learning system, 
Paint Shop Pro helps you produce professional results. 
With the power of Automated Productivity Scripts and Dynamic 
Personalization, Paint Shop Pro increases productivity and enhances work flow. It 
including new suite such as Art Media features, professional photo-editing tools, and 
precision graphic-design capabilities. 
With a smorgasbord of tools for working with digital photos and ere ting 
illustrations, Paint Shop Pro clearly has lofty intentions. However, this application 
shares a few minuses found in similar full-featured image programs. 
2.S.4.S Ma romedia Flash MX 
Macr media Fla h MX is an application that provides new video capabilities, 
cnh need color mana ement timeline layer folders, and an optimized workspace 
with n .onte l- ·c . msitiv I roperty in pector. Flu rh MX give application developer 
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components to rapidly deploy rich Web applications. 
In Flash MX, AotionScript is a very important I ngun to let the application 
developers t.o add interactivity to a movie. Action cript provides elements, such as 
actions, operators and objects, that put together in scripts that tell the movie what to 
do. Scripts can consist of a single action, s ch as instructing a movie to stop playing, 
or a series of actions, such as first evaluating a condition and then performing an 
action. 
2.5.4.6 VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) 
VRML is an open, extensible, industry-standard scene description language 
for 30 scenes, or worlds, on the Internet. With VRML user can author and view 
distributed, interactive 3D worlds that are rich with text, images, animation, sound, 
music, and even video. VRML supports worlds with relatively simple animations, 
complex 3D animations, simulations, and behaviors by aJJowing Java and Java cript 
programmers to write scripts that act upon VRML objects. 
2.6 Analysis 
2.6.1 Benefit of using Multimedia as a Learning Tools 
• hildrcn cnn learn and active in thinking at young age. 
• hildrcn can improve the skill of cognitive that needed for knowledge 
s n1hcsi. sine ymm . 
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• Can increase the skill of solving problems. 
• Achievement of information at anytim ~. 
• Can get knowledge and sharpen th ompurcr's skill. 
2.6.2 Weakness of Exist Systems 
• Although the software that used to create the application is powerful, 
the result is depended on the individual involved, such as children, 
parent commitment and responsible teachers. 
• Limited achievement the application is limited to those has computer. 
• The application cannot satisfy each individual because of the different 
range of level, for example, financial limitation to prepare each house 
a computer. 
2.6.3 Suggestions 
The software designed is trying to improve the previous software by improve 
the previous weakness and enhance the quality of the application. For example: 
• User friendly 
• Interactive to improve user understanding 
• User is free to access the desired module 
• Stress on presenting and learning aspects 
>-- Short and easy understanding message 
'I r pronunci lion 
>- Int resting theme and background 
Aurnctive und suitable color-match 
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2. 7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter is mainly focus on the rese rr h of th· prol I rn encountered 
before project can be done. Through litoratur vi w on vari us as pects, many ideas 
have been gained to dcveJop the proposed syst m. B. r i wing the existing system 
that match the proposed system, the strong feature ga some ideas to enhance the 
proposed system. Review on tools and methods were also carried out Development 
tools and other useful technology need to be considered in order to develop a quality 
and useful system. 
Chapter Three is the research on the methodology and techniques that used to 
gain information. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
Methodology is the study of methods or a bod· of m thod on developing 
something. It may be defined as a collection of procedures. techniques. tools and 
documentations aids. These help the software de lepers to speed up and simplify 
the software development process and as a guideline to develop a well standardize 
software. A methodology consists of a set f phases that may consist of sub-phases in 
which will important in guiding the developers to the choice of techniques at various 
stages in the project. In short, a methodology helps the developers to plan, control 
and evaluate information system project. 
There are severaJ types of development model in software engineering, for 
example: waterfaJI model, V-model, prototyping model, incremental model and 
spiral model. The first three examples are the basic models while incremental model 
and spiral model are usually used in large project. 
3.1 Development Model 
Managing software engineering projects is tough. The body of methods, 
rules, postulates, procedures, and processes that are used to manage a software 
engineering project are collectively referred to as methodology [9]. This will ensure a 
proper documentation on the work and tasks need to be carried out. Waterfall 
Methodology wil I be used lo develop this system. 
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3.1.1 Waterfall Model 
Reqnn emeuts 
.... \urtlysis 
1 Analysis Phase 
L System De.n~l 
L Prcgram D!'.~igu 
Design Phase 
LI .... --C-od_•_ng __./ I Implementation Phase 
Umt and 
lnteg1 anon Tesnng 
Testing Phase 
L 
L Opei anen .~ ]\, Iamrennu e 
Figure 3-J: The Waterfall Model (91 
Waterfall model is a development model in which one development stage 
should be completed before the next begin. It is attributed with providing the 
theoretical basis for other process models, as it most closely resembles a "generic" 
model for software development. The waterfall model presents a very high-level 
view of what going on during development and it suggests to developer the 
sequence of events they should expect to encounter. [9] 
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Advantages: 
• Simplicity, easy to explain to cu. tomcrs ' ho nt ' not familiar with 
software development 
• Familiar to most developers 
• Easy to associate measures, mile tone and deli erables with different 
stages 
Disadvantages: 
• Does not reflect the way code is really developed 
• Difficultly of accommodating change after the process is underway 
3. 1.2 Prototyping Model 
Figure 3-2: The Prototyping Model 
Re urcc from RL: hUp://www.ludd.luth.se/u. en/no/os meth.8.html 
·1 he J rototypin 1 model wa developed on the assumption that is oft n 
difficult to know all the users requirement at the beginning of a project It offe a 
dovelopn nt approach thut yields results without first requiring all information up- 
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front. When a prototype is create, it is reviewed by the customer to gi e feedback to 
the developers that helps improve the prototype or built ncv pre torype. 
Advantages: 
• End-users become more active participant in the s stem development 
(user oriented) 
• More opportunities to change 
• Fast development time 
• Requirements definition is simplified through realization 
Disadvantages: 
• Demands high cooperation between user and developer 
• No proper documentation 
• Prototypes are rarely polished 
• Software developed is less robust 
3.1.3 V-Model 
s,, t ltll 
I 11 lrt I I~ 
1r1g111· • J-3: Tht• V-Modcl 
Rcsou t from ltL: 1t11 //www m 1 11i1 • • m/d um ·nt'I/~ 73 I m0208 
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The V-Model is an improved version of waterfall model that d monst u s 
how the testing activities are related to analysis and design. 
point of the V and the V proceeds from left to right, depicting the bnsi . qucn f 
development and testing activities. The V-Modcl emphasize in hi hlii ht the 
existence of several levels of testing and depicts the way each relate to di nt 
development phase. 
Advantages: 
• Users are involved in the testing 
• Makes more explicit some of the iteration and rework that are hidden 
in the waterfall depiction 
• Better spells out the role of different types of testing 
Disadvantages: 
• May not be cost-effective for extensive testing 
3.1.4 Increment Model 
Fl r=:l Rctc . Oeslgn tmpl nant ~ To t - ~ _ 
Requirements 
D on 
l'l ure J ; 'I ht- Inc · 111rnt otlt-1 
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Resource from URL: 
t I 
Incremental model partitions the system into subsyst ms l fun ti n lit .. 
The release is defined by beginning with one small, functional ub Y~ t m an th n 
adding functionally with each new release. [ 10] In incremental model, user 
requirement are prioritized and the highest priority requirements are included in early 
increments. Once the development of an increment is started, the requirements are 
frozen though the requirements for later increments can continue to evolve. 
Advantages: 
• Lower risk of overall project failure 
• ystcm functionality is available earlier and customer training can 
begin early 
• requent release allow problems to be fixed quickly 
• Additional features maybe added to polish the software developed 
Disadvantages: 
• ustomer may not be satisfied with frequent change to stem 
• Difficult to map customer's requirem n onto incr men f th n ht 
size 
• Pr blcm ma n t b a ii d mpe abl • 
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3.1.5 Spiral Model 
Figure 3-5: The piral Mod I 
Resource from R . 
pag s/pa~c. turemat/pr 
html 
Spiral model introduces a new component - risk-assessment and wa. 
designed to include the best feature from the waterfall and pr retyping models. · r 
Spiral model, an initial version of the s tern i developed, an then repetitive! 
modify based on input received from cust m r evaluation . Moreover, the 
development of each version of the system is carefully designed using step involved 
in the waterfall model. Ris -a se sment that included in thi pi ll m del pl 1 s the 
role a a step in the development process as u m ans or o uluatin • each er. ion of 
the yst mt d •t rmin • wh ·th 'r or nut d • lopm nt . hould c mtinu · 
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Advantages: 
• he risk-assessment component prov id\ th md 
customers with a measuring tool that earlier p not 
have 
• No fixed phases such as specification or d ign 
Disadvantages: 
• The measurement of the risk may not occurs as often in the system 
development industry 
3.2 Justification of Methodology 
Diagram below show the Waterfall Methodology with pr totyping. This 
methodology is being chosen to develop the L TP System. 
I ReA~,. .... I I hMIY11t p 
L I SJSiua D~IO' I 
I l OMjg,\ p . L I Px.gna Dn 
• LI CMIJI& 
• • • 
1 
~·· 'llfC' J-6: •• ht 
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The reasons for choosing Waterfall model with Protot pin us th 
development methodology are: 
The waterfall model main strength is on its impli it whi h th d 
methodology is simple, easier to understand and familiar to most de 1 pe 
In waterfall model, the following phase should not start until the pre ious 
phase has finished. I just need to emphasize at one phase first at one time and no 
need to worry about the next phase. Then I can take more attention focus and in the 
current phase and doing this phase well. After finished current phase, I can continue 
the next phase and so on until the system is completed. 
By using the waterfall model we can go back to previous phase although we 
are carry the next phase right now. This feature is important because omctimc u r 
will change their requirements where some functions will be added or removed. 
Besides, we can al o backward to previous phase if we discovered some error r 
incomplete of certain criteria in the previous stage. 'his feature is important and 
other meth d I gy cannot ffcr. 
his meth dology i more ernpha izc n planning rather than rapid 
development It all ws estimation of the completion of phas (mile tone . o that th 
tern can · , d •v t pcd within th' time Imm ·. lt al oll ws c stimati n of th' c 
for the proj • t and s le ·ti< n th suit._,l I ' A • tools to use durin ' d rvclopment, 
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understood. This is because commitment must be made at an arl ph 1, c in the 
process and this means that is difficult to respond to 
requirements. Therefore, I use the waterfall with prototyping r 
requirements are feasible and practical (Requirements ph e prototyping). Be ides, 
design phase prototyping can help the developer access alternative d sign strategies 
and decide which is best for the project With adding the prototyping in the Waterfall 
model, this methodology becomes more perfect and feasible to use to develop the 
L TPC System. 
The waterfall model with prototyping is very consistent and good structured. 
lf I used other complex methodolOf:,'Y, it is difficult to me to explain to customer who 
is not familiar with the oftware development o it is easier for me to use the 
Waterfall with prototyping which is simplicity. 
3.3 Fact-Finding Techniques 
act- inding techniques are an e sential skill for all ystem analy ts. Fact 
finding information gathering) is classical set of techniqu used to coll ct 
information about sy tern problems, opportunitie , system r quirements nd 
priorities. 
Th • m ·th d u id in II· ·tin d un r • 1uir ·d for d v 101 in • Tl 
ar : 
I. [111 •1w•1 sw· ?n. • 
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II. Books and references 
Ill. Observation and informal int rvl •w 
IV. Discussion with sup rvisor and frien l 
l Internet Surfing 
The Internet is a platform where a lot of information can b acquired. 
With development of search engines such as Google, Excite, Yahoo and so 
on, relevant information sites can be viewed with only a click away provided 
users key in the related keywords for search. Through the Internet, idea and 
technique from the similar system can be collected. 
11. Books and References 
Book and reference arc used to get the information that needed to develop 
the system. Besides that, I also used the library services such as onlinc ook to 
get references. here are a lot of references I can get from there. All references 
are very useful to help me in developing a system. 
•urthermore, other source of reference i senio thesis. -r m eniors' 
thesis, 1 can get the clear idea about the report format and content r thi the i 
report. J can refer the the i at F M document room where got many th i i 
ollectcd in past few years. 
111. Ohs irvatlon a11d 111/ormal Int srv! 1W 
bs rv ition i: the fu ·t findinu t ·hniquc wh ·r in th s sterns anal su 
ith r trtt it nt in o to I .arn 1 >r • 
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about the system. The problems that always occur also can be discover d b 
observing the current learning system We also can have informal inrc i w 
to end user such as children, teachers and parents to t mm end use 
requirements. Those end user requirements are v ry impormnr t m; rt uildin 1 
system later. Those requirements arc the function or se · . th 1 th y need 
and want in building system. 
tv. Discussion With Supervisor and Friends 
A discussion with supervisor and friends has been practiced to get help and 
advices during the development of the project. 
3.4 Conclusion on Tools and Technology 
After an the technologies have been reviewed and analyzed, the most suitable 
and appropriate tools for developing the ystem are identified and selected. 
3.4.1 Select d tandalone Application 
Standalone application is system that runs locally on the users computer. The 
whole application resides in the user's computer that docs not connect to oth r 
computer. The data urn not shared with other computers. ither devel per will h v 
to distribute the application r u r will hav t downl ad it fr mu cifi web it . 
The hard di k rintor and other hardware conn icted to a t nd-arone c mputer can 
onl be utilized tJ111 u th th compu r th · ar onnc 'tcd to and innc c .. ible to other 
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computer. Therefore, the distribution of the system is rather flexible. Systems can b 
written into compact discs, flash drives, zip drives etc. 
The advantages of standalone application arc: 
• Resides totally on the users, computer 
• Independent and works without any technical limitations 
• Various ways of distribution are supported 
• No server side programming required 
• Information can be in multiple format 
3.4.2 Selected Platform 
After review those platform in current market, I elected Windows XP 
Professional as platform to develop my system. 
Advantages of Windows XP Professional are: 
• Have system restore feature enables users to restore a c mputer to a 
precious state without losing data. 
• Increased application capabilities 
• More stable and improved trouble hooting tools. 
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3.4.3 Selected Authoring Tools 
Macromedia Flash MX 
Macromedia Flash MX is selected for the system authorin toll rs it is th 
professional visual editor. Tt supports 2D/3D graphics, animation. and pro rrarnmiau 
language that chosen for this project. 
Advantages ofMacromedia Flash MX are: 
• Support many format of files ( *.wmv, *.jpg, *.png ) 
• Incorporate interactivity to permit input from viewers 
• Design the navigation controls, long-form animations with 
synchronized sound, and even complete, sensory-rich interface. 
• Contain all the information required to develop, design, and te t 
interactive content 
Adobe PhotoShop 7.0 
Adobe Photoshop is a tate-of-the-art tool with its comprehen ive set of 
retouching, painting, drawing, and Web tooJs, Photoshop complete any image-cditin' 
task efficiently. And with features like the Hi uory palette and editable layer effect 
which allow user to experiment fr ely without sacrificing efficiency. 
Photoshop is a technical t ol, for advance u er it can almo t create any 
texture any 2 image and can finel retouch on a photo. As Ph toshop b come 
more ro l t and rich features in eve I it • t lea icd whi ·h mu c · it th· c t image 
ditin software in th mar 1. 
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Advantages of Adobe Photoshop 7.0 are: 
• Provides new controls and security settings for superior nna s 
precise output, and worry-free file sharing 
• Support for Adobe Acrobat 5.0 security scttin s , llo m 1 • U 
tighter security to Photos hop PDF files bofor hnrin 1h rn '\ ·t1~ 
others 
• Support for XML format which can embed metadata into a do um nt 
so that can easily repurpose, archive, or automate files in a workflow 
• Search and replace text, check spelling in multiple languages within 
the same file, and correct spelling on one text layer or across all text 
layers in the same document 
Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 
Sound Forge is an audio editor that include a powerful set of audio 
processes, tools, and effects for recording and manipulating audio. his application is 
the professional's choice for audio editing, audio recording, effects processing, 
streaming-content creation, and more. 
Sound Forge 7.0 continues to build on its decade-long legacy by adding 
features that make it more powerful than ever to enhanc the work fl w and 
productivity. These include DirectX plug-in effects automation· automated time- 
based recording and audio-threshold record triggering· enhanced spectrum-analysis 
l ol ; white- pink-, and brown-noi e g n rater ; clipped peak dete tion and 
marking; M dia • plorer; proj t-fil ati n and mu h m r . 
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Advantages of Sound Forge are: 
• Nondestructive editing 
• Allow background rendering and processing 
• FuJJ support for audio files larger than 4 B 
JD Studio Max 
30 Studio Max is one of the most powerful, robust and rich ii atures 3D 
modeler in the market, with the extensive range of modeling technique and user 
friendly GUI (Graphic User Interface) which makes 3D Studio Max 4 the tools for 
both beginner and expert. 3D Studio Max is a fuJl 3D modeler, equip with vast 
number of plug in which makes an imagination comes more reality than ever. 
Basically, there is almost nothing than can be imagined and cannot be modeled by 
30 Studio Max. 
30 Studio Max is build with following features: haracter animation, 
Advanced Skinning, Bones(Shaded Volumetric ones System), Inverse Kinematic 
solvers, Flex, View port Manipulators, Parameter Wiring Game Development 
features, ustoms Attributes, Polygon Modeling, Hierarchical ubdivision urface 
Modeling, Advanced Bezier Modeling, Active hade, and better Raytracing. Un
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discuss about the methodo]ogy of the system de elopm nt, 
Waterfall methodology with prototyping has been chosen ns th frnm \! r to 
develop the system. Various techniques of information gath ring . u h . inkm t 
surfing, books and references, observation and informal interview and . . 1. us: ·1 n 
with supervisor and friends have been practiced. This chapter al o includ s th 
conclusion on tools and technology 
The next chapter will focus on the system requirement including functional 
requirement, non-functional requirement, and software and hardware requirement 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4.1 System Analysis 
System analysis is the study of a business problem domain to r omm mi 
improvements and specify the business requirement for the solution [11 ]. During t11 
analysis phase, information needs and performance criteria are d fin d by ngsging 
in a variety of information-gathering activities, and developing al mative solutions. 
4.1.1 Purpose 
r. Acquire knowledge on how the current available learning system. 
11. Identifying major components to be included. 
111. Gain an overaJl understanding of system data flow and system work. 
iv, Identifying software and hardware requirements needed to develop and 
reside in the system. 
v. Create a system specification definition that describes both the functional 
and non-functional requirements. 
4.2 Requirement Analysis 
ystem R quirements define the system' · services constraints and goals are 
e tablished by consultation with ystem u ers. Requirements can be categorized to 
functional r quirement and n n-Iun tional r quir m nt . 
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4.2.1 Functional Requirement 
A functional requirement is a function or feature that must b included in in 
information system to satisfy the business need and be acceptabl to th us rs I l [, 
Functional. requirements usually are tate what the services rhnt th . 
provide, how the system react to the input and how the system b ha . 
The LTPC System will be used by different end users those are hildren, 
teachers or parents. Different end users will be provided by different services or 
functions. The functional requirements are divided to modules as below: 
4.2.1.1 Teacher/Parent Module 
• As a learning package for the children. 
• sers can view the subject that provided in this module. 
• This module are provided subject such as Alphabet, Numbers, 
Shapes/ olors, Moral, Human eing's dy and Family 
Relationships. 
• As a source for teacher I parent to teach the children. 
• hildren, teacher and parent can use this module. 
4.2.1.1.1 Alphabet 
• Display all 26 alphabets following with 3 exampl s f r ach al habet. 
• hildr ·n can rec mize the ' ampl ', for . uch ilphabct which c n 
ome acres in their dail routin '. 
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4.2.1.1.2 Numbers 
• Children can learn number 1-20 in this module. 
4.2.1.1.3 Shapes/Colors 
• Children can recognize 10 different of color such a bla hite re 
yellow, orange, green, blue, purple pink and brown. 
• They also can learn and differentiate the shape from this m duJ . 
4.2.1.1.4 Moral 
• Children can learn about good behavior. 
4.2.1.1.5 Buman Being's Body 
• Children can learn general human body parts. 
4.2.1.l.6 Family Relationships 
• A family relationship diagram will be formed. 
4.2.2 Non Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are defined a constraints under which the 
system must operate and the standard , which must be meet by the delivered system. 
The non-functional requirements for th L P ystem are: 
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a) Usability 
The system must be considered an ease-to-use application where th' us rs 
no need to have any training to use the system. he syst m int rfa d .'·i n 
should be consistent, attractive and easily understood by th u. • . 
b) Respond Time 
The system must be has fast respond time wher users will not be k pt 
waiting for a long time for the system to respond. The respond time to 
retrieve the information such loading menu can be considered within a 
reasonable interval time. It means that all desirable information should be 
available to user at any point of time. 
c) Reliability 
A system is said to have reliability if it runs undisrupted f r a very long 
period of time without failure and crashing. All possible errors and failures 
are taken into consideration through extensive testing. 
d) Accuracy and consi tcncy 
he system should return the correct and complete set of information when 
user are request the data. The same set of data hould be di piny if the 
same query is using to search. 
c) 
pt simple, uttru ·tivo cute md funn a 
J)()S. ih! ·. A rood iomhinution of .olor: , fouts umJ , ize of fonts, picture , 
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links and layout rs essential. Multimedia and 3D element should be 
incorporated. 
f) Manageability 
The modules within the system should be ea y to m na e. hi. ·11 m k 
the maintenance and enhancement works easily and not tim . 
g) Maintainability 
The system can be corrected should an error occurred. Furthermore, it 
could adapt to new demand and requirements or enhanced in the future. 
h) Expandability 
The system should be able to be extended to accommodate more 
functionality in the future. 
4.3 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Hardware and software requirement describe constraints on computers and 
peripheral equipment th ir capacity and time available for use and development 
support software. Hardware and software requirements need to be decided t 
determine the feasibility of performance requirements. Both of them are divided into 
developer side and user side requirements. 
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4.3.1 User Side Requirement 
Hardware Requirement Software Requirement 
- 
~ Pentium 233 MHz and higher );.- Windows 2000 (Wind ;"" .. "'l 1,' 
~ RAM 64MB and above (128MB recommended) 
is recommended) 
~ l6MB Graphic Card 
~ Standard input and output 
~ Others standard computer 
peripherals 
4.3.2 Developer Side Requirements 
Hardware Requirement oftware Requirement 
Pentium l V l .6 Gigabyte 
RAM 128M 
Hard disk 10 GB 
32MB raphic card 
standard computer )- Others 
peripherals 
> Window XP 
3D Modeling tools 
>-- Adobe Photoshop 7. 0 
Macromedia lash MX 
Paint hop Pro 
r ound ~ rge 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 
Chapter Four presents the system analysis which about th fun 'tit nnl 
requirement, non-functional requirement and hardware and softwnr ~ui m mts, 
The functional requirements are divided into 2 modules. Thcr hildr n m ule 
and teacher/parent module. . ach module presents certain function for t11 , : . tent 
However, I am in charge of teacher/parent module. Whereas the non-fun ti nal 
requirement classified by usability, respond time, reliability, a curacy and 
consistency, system design, multi-user environment, manageability, maintainability 
and expandability. The run-time requirement for the server side and client side are 
specified at this chapter. 
Chapter Five presents the system design of the project. The designs are 
including the system functionalities and user interface design. 
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Chapter 5 System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is a process to convert the conceptual ideas i m 1ui1 me nt 
specification in system analysis into more technical specification. 
In system design phases, the system requirements will be transmitted into a 
representation of system. Initially, the representation depicts a holistic view of 
system; subsequently refinement reads to a design representation that is close to 
source code. In this system design phase, input, output, file and database were 
produced which include the designed of input forms, screen in order to gather input 
data, data dictionary, file specification and report design. The objectives of system 
design are to specify logical design elements which consists detailed design 
specifications that describe the features of information system. Beside that, it also 
specifies components and functions with adequate details to construct application 
software for purpose meet the u er requirements. 
Under this chapter, the system de ign will be di cu sed into the f II wmg 
categories: 
1. ystem unctionality esign 
11. User Interface esign 
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5.2 System Functionality Design 
System functionality design is based on the system requirements stnt d in 
chapter 3. It translates the system requirements into system functionnlit . This dcsi n 
is focuses on the system structure design and data flow diagrams. 
5.2.1 System Structure Chart 
The system structure is used to depict high-level abstraction of the LTPC 
System. The use of structure chart is to describe the interaction between independent. 
Major functions from the initial component part of the structure chart, which can 
broken into detailed sub-component. L TPC System consists of two subsystem or 
sections. Each of the two components is further divided into many modules. 
LTPC 
System 
Childrnn 
Site 
Teacher/Parent 
Sit 
ll'I titt • I: M In Modul for I.TV<. Sy f m 
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,, ...., 
LTPC 
System 
\.. _) 
I ,, ...., r ..., 
Children Teacher/Parent 
Site ite 
, '- ,, 
,, ,, -...., 
Games AJphabet 
_) _) 
/ / 
...., 
Music Numbers 
, 
,. "' / ...., 
Art hapes/Colors 
_) \. 
,, ...., ,. 
Story Telling Moral 
\. 
/ ...., 
Human Being's 
\. 
Body 
' Family 
Rclati n hip 
) 
Figure 5-2: tructure hart of Ll'P yscem 
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5.2.2 Data Flow Diagram 
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a tool that depicts the t1ow f darn throu h 
system and the work or processing performed by the system. [ 131. A s 1 i s of 11~ 
data flow diagram may also be used to represent and analyz d 'tnit d pro du '\ 
within a larger system. Through DFD, the system analyst an put phienl 
representation of data processes together throughout the organization. B usmg 
combination of four symbols, the system analyst can create a pictorial depiction of 
processes that will eventually provide system documentation. 
Symbol Description 
Data Flow 
1. Data flow represents an input of data to a process or 
the output of data (or information) from a process. 
11. Data flow repres nts the creation, reading, deletion, 
or updating of a data in data tore. [ 14 J 
I I 
Data Store 
1. Data store is a place to store data. 
1. An external agent define person, organization unit, 
D 
xternal Agent 
other ystem, or other rganizati n that Ii utsid 
the scope of the project but that int ract with the 
system. 
.. 
I l. ll pro idc th' n t input into y tern ind recei e n t 
utput f om n . t1t Ill. 11 
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Process b)center section contain description ofth pro $;' 
11. Comprise 2 sections: 
i. Transform the input data to output data 
a) top section contain identifier information 
Table 5-l: Four Ba ic Symbol U ed in Data Flow Diagram 
Games Display Data 
Music Alphabet 
Numbers 
Children Teacher/Parent 
,. , .. 1• 'Ir Ir 
/ Shapes Art - /Colors ~ , 
0-ROM Moral 
St ry Telling based LTPC 
,_ ~ . . System _ Human Being' a dy 
\. ~ .. ~ 
Display Data Family Relation hip 
Figur • -3: ont xt Data Flow Diagram of LTP 
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Request 
Topic 
User 
2.1 
Run Topic Process 
Requested 
Topic 
r 
Teacher/Parent 
Module 
Figure 5-4: Data Flow Diagram of Teacher/Parent Module 
5.3 User Interface Design 
The interface design describes how software communicates within itself, to 
systems that interoperate with it, and with humans who use it Interface design 
focuses on three areas of concern: 
1. The design of interface between software modules. 
11. he design of interfaces between software and other nonhuman 
producers and consumers of information; 
111. The design of the interface between a human and the computer. 
he f llowing are some of the consideration taken while desi min the u er 
interface of system: 
1. use a con istent format for menu search and data display 
11. ffers feedback uch a' error me ·a ie will rorn t t remind u er wh n 
us r input om ·thin ' wron I . 
111. ( .du ·d the iommund th t must be tn morizcd in ord ·r to curry ut any 
opcnatiomi. 
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rv. Use suitable widgets for search interface. 
Below are some user interfaces for L TPC System: 
I pr 
• earn• 
Figure 5-5: Main Page Interface 
Figurr 5- ; Te rh<'r/f' rent P r lnftrforc 
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5.4 Chapter Summary 
The design phase is concerned with detailing the physical impl em ntntir n l r 
the proposed system. System design encompasses two disrin t but inti rre lMt i 
activities: functionality design and user interface design. Wh n n h of rhos de: i~n 
activities has been completed, a comprehensive design mod ls for the 
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Chapter 6 System Implementation 
During this phase, the design mode I of L TP System i trnm forme d int\ 
workable product. Therefore, system implementation involv d th tmn. 1 tion t f the 
software representation produces by the design into a computer und rst nd t I 
It involves coding of the program by using the appropriate langu nd ding 
approach, testing of the system to ensure every function work properly and 
debugging the code, which wi1 I identify and correct bug within program 
6.1 Development Environment 
The initial stage of system implementation involves setting up the 
development environment. Development environment is very important to the 
development of a system as suitable hardware and software will determine the 
success of the project. 
6.1.l Hardware onfiguration 
The following hardware specifications have been used to develop the system: 
• Intel Pentium IV 1.4 hz 
• 256MB RAM 
• 20 I lard isk 
• 15 color monitor capable of 800 x 600 res lution 
• tandard Input ind utput 
• the . tandard omput r ·ri h ·rul 
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6.1.2 Software Configuration 
There are a lot of software tools, which are used in designing pro rrnm md 
writing report. Be1ow is a listing of software used throu hout th 
process as pertaining to the specific usage: 
Software Usage Description 
Microsoft Windows XP System Development Operating 1m 
Macromedia Flash MX System Development Authoring Tool 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 System Development 2D Authoring Tools 
Swift 3D Model Development Modeling and Animation 
3d Studio Max 6 Model Development Modeling 
Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 6.0 Sound Development Sound Authoring Tools 
Microsoft Word System Development Documentation 
Table 6-1: Software Used 
6.2 Platform Development 
ervices and tools installations are the first step in order to start the 
development. Platform development includes setting up the operating system. 
6.2.1 etting up Operating ystem 
Microsoft Window XP is u ed as the operating system for this project. 
efore the in rallation begin the hard di k need to be formatted. Thi. i to •n, ure a 
mor stable and ecur environment Moreover, it cun al 'O prevent the environrn nt 
em · iffe tcd b pr ·viou. enin ' or .onf uration ·. Wind<>w XP inst lint ion is 
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very easy as it provides many descriptive interface guides. User just needs to follo 
the steps by steps instruction appear on the installation's menu interface. 
6.3 Program Development 
During program development, program is fully wrirt n and u. r int rfu 
being developed. 
6.3.1 Program Development Process 
Basically, the L TPC System is following a program development process that 
consists of 5 steps: 
Review the program 
documentation 
i 
Design the program 
i 
Code the program ~ ~ 
i 
Test the program 
i 
ompleting the program 
documentation 
If got bug and 
error 
Figur 6- t: Prog.-.m D vtlopmtut Proc 
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i, Review the Program Documentation 
The program documentation that was prepared during the early phas s n l' 
to be reviewed. This documentation can give th d si m r l ctt ·r 
understanding what the user requirement and specif anon f th s~ -srem 
which is need to develop. 
ii. Design the Program 
After review the program documentation, the second level of program design 
needs to be completed during the system development where the designer 
decides exactly what the program can accomplish. This is the process of what 
it must do by developing a logical solution to the coding problem 
iii. Code the Program 
Coding is a proce s of writing the program instruction where this in truction 
implements the program design. The coding step actually translate. the 
design specification to machine-readable format. 
av. Test the Program 
During the level program testing, the program processe actual data and 
produces information on which u er will be relying on. 'he te ting involved 
mostly are unit testing and integration testin '. 
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v. Completing the Program Documentation 
Completing the program is essential for the successful o ration and 
maintenance of the system. This documentation includes th s ~'t m ,, user 
manual that may be needed by most of the customer. 
6.3.2 System Development 
The main system development divided to 3 distinct parts. There are: 
i. User Interface Development 
The user interface development is a logical designing part of the 
system; it is the most important part which consumes the most time and 
effort. This part will achieve all the objective of the system. This part 
will also act as main editor where other part of development will be 
edited and combined here. Therefore any unsatisfactory part of other 
development will rework in order to suite the user interfile 
development. 
ii. Graphic Development 
Graphic development is to produce the 20 graphic and J mi hie in 
the system. For 20 graphics, the product developed including button , 
backgrounds and other supplementary graphics. While for the o 
graphic the product developed includin 1 'hupc' models, te t title 
model nod th r im 1 m d •I . Th tr in l 1- of the pr du t Ji r 
1n1phi , 1r · Adob Photoshup 7.0 und Swin r . 
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iii. Sound Development 
Sound development is to produce appropriate medium for sound iffc ·t 
There are some recorded sounds (which modified in oni Ft und • 
Sound Forge) will be included in the system. 
Each development is an independent dcvelopm nt and on i t ntl 
a final product which will merge together in the system developm nt 
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6.4 Chapter Summary 
In this system implementation phase, nearly aJJ the de ign phases that hn '' 
been presented and directed toward a final objective that n d. to trans 11 
representation of system into a form that can be understood by omput r. 
Chapter Seven presents the various type of sy tern testing th .t in lude the 
unit testing, integration testing and the system testing. 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
Testing is critical in uncovering logical error and to test th 
The main objective of testing is to uncover different types of r th 1 . ·i. t ' ·hH • 
executing the system. System testing is a critical elem nt of . oftv 
assurance and represents the ultimate review of specification, d ign end ding. 
However, testing can only show that software defects are present. 
In developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. An example 
of testing process is shown as below: 
Component 
Design-- 
Unit 
Test 
Design 
Specifications 
System 
Functional 
Requirements 
Other 
oftware 
Requirements 
Customer 
Requirements 
pecification 
User 
Environment 
Component 
Desig Unit 
Test 
Component 
0~1poL;Jnent 
Design nit 
Te t 
·unction 
Tel 
Performance 
Test 
Acceptance 
Test 
f nt gnuion 
T 'SI 
Integrated 
Module 
unctioning 
ystem 
Verified, 
Validate 
Accepted 
y Lem 
oftware 
Figure 7-1: T (ing preces 
enerally, there were 3 tages involve alt gether and were listed down a below: 
a. nit Tc tin 1 
This is the fi sr st 1 • oft .'li11 wh 'l'i • ·u ·h pro 1 1111 ·ompon ·nt is tested on 
wn and i. i. olot ·d from th oth ·r conn n 111: in th , . t m, It cri re: 
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that the component functions work properly with the types of input and 
output expected from studying the component's desian. Afl r en h 
component has been tested, the interaction between th ·s omr oncnts nm.'t 
be tested again to ensure that the components can be int r re . 
b. Integration Testing 
This stage ensures that the interfaces among the components ar defined and 
handled properly. It is the process of verifying that the system modules work 
together as described in the system and program design specifications 
c. System Testing 
This is the last stage which is performed to find out errors, which result from 
unanticipated interactions of ystem components or units. It is to ensure that 
the whole system works according to user ' pecifications 
7.1 Type of Faults 
Types of faults that can be found in L TPC ystem are algorithmic faults, 
throughput faults and computation faults. 
7.1.J Algorithmic fault 
Al iorithmio faults u ct happen when a mponent' algorithm or logic fails 
to produce thee peered output for a given input. The e kind of fault usuall cur 
on wrong pr ceeding f t ps in al orithm. E, unr, I of ul 1orithmic f ult in TP 
• . in wron s mt ols I ha ior 
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• Forgetting to test for a particular condition. 
7.1.2 Throughput/Performance faults 
Throughput faults or performance faults u ' to happen wh n th 
does not produce an expected speed. When discover this fault in L TP 
fault is being carefully observed and monitor continuously to ensure performanc 
m }ncnt 
meet requirement. Jn most cases, the fault occurs during massive usage of graphic on 
a particular application. 
7.2 Testing Techniques Used 
7.2.1 Ad Hoc Testing 
Ad hoc testing is an attempt to break the program or make it foil with trying 
whatever comes to mind. Normally, many errors will be found during the testing. 
7.2.2 White Box Testing 
White Box testing is the type of testing that deals directly with the tricturc f 
the code within a module. 
7.2.3 Black Bo Testin 
This type of testing involves testing functions of a m dule with ut kn wing 
the logic structure of the code. It focuses on th mo 'l important a peels of a module 
in th· t •rm of how well th· m dule m · ·t its s1 · ·ifi ·nt ion. 
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7.2.4 Try and Error 
This approach is similar to 'ad hoc testing' where te ter tries an t pc c f t , 1 
cases which come across his/her mind or pre-planned test cases . 111i opJ t .1 h is 
usually used when most of the logical solution seem unsuc c sful. 
7.3 Testing Strategies 
There are a few testing strategies such as unit, integration and system testing 
is done in order to test the reliability of L TPC System. 
7.3.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is done to uncover errors in each module. The primary goal f 
unit testing i to confirm that the unit is correctly coded and that i · carrie · out the 
function as it is supposing to p dorm. ach unit is test d independently in rder t 
assure their accuracy. For TPC ystorn, each module may contain of function . he 
functions are individually tested before the entire module is tested. In the 
development of L TPC System, unit testing was conducted after develo ment of each 
of the component and it is a continuous process throughout the c ding pha e. 
TP ystem nit Testing 
orne of the unit testing being done on 
• Te t whether the u er can successfully lo gged into the 'Y tern, 
• The displ y i te ~ d afler a in,, prog rn file ha be 11 d v loped to en urc that 
all the dispta is iorr • ·t and · I · t • J. Th \ · int rt' c ·s ·onl 1i11 lot of button. 
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and hyperlinks. Testing for those buttons and links is needed so that the program 
performs correct action or link to the correct location. 
L TPC System Debugging Strategies 
Debugging is actually of finding and fixing the erro .. 
debugging strategies that applied in L TPC System such as: 
• Built-in Error Detection 
Error wilJ be discovered if a program is not performing weJJ. Flash MX has 
eral 
built-in error detection where an error message will be debugged. With this 
features, the debugging work becomes much easier and faster. 
• Reviewing the Algorithm Used 
Reviewing algorithm for the correctness and efficiency will help to discover 
logic error. Usag of different al rithms will sometime increa c the 
efficiency of the program. 
• Display the Passing Value On creen 
By displaying the passing value on screen it helps to ensure that the c rrcct 
value ha been pa cd to the next program for procc ing. 
• heck uccess tutu 
The success status is checked t determine whether t r 
exit fr 111 th program and di 'pin error me ·age whone er there i · failure in 
the pr ·viou. pro 1.;, •• 
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7.3.2 Integration Testing 
The purpose of the integration testing is to know whether the ntir O'lh • , 
is able to work as one program. It will also verify that each moduJ ill l ~111 to 
function together. Integration testing concentrates on modul int rn tion ne the 
detection of interface errors. The design specification is ref rr d for th purpes e f 
verification and helps to test the software according to the depend nci s present in 
particular module that being tested. For L TPC System integration testing, the s stem 
is viewed as a hierarchy of components, where each component belongs to a layer of 
design. The approach applied in testing the L TPC System is referred as Top-Down 
Integration where integration wi11 start at the highest level of main program or 
module or sub modules are gradually added until the bottom is reached. 
Figure 7-2: Top-Down Testing 
7.3.3 System Testing 
A system testing i a series of different test designed to fully exercise the 
system to uncover its limitation and to measure its capabilitie . he objectiv i to 
test an integrated ystem and verify that it meets the specified requirements. Several 
step were taken in te ting L TP ystem uch a function t sting and pcrf rmancc 
te tin . There arc several steps in testing u s 'tern uch as function tc. ting, 
performance tc tin • and acceptan c re tin t, I perforrnanc m s uem t • me peer 
fri nds who ur l ·t as ud us rpm ·nt und in ilud th ir ·hildr •11 ,j e th nn to tr and 
te tin r m 
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Performance Testing 
Performance testing aims at testing the run-time performance. Re pon e tim of th 
event triggered was checked to verify the performance of the syst m. 
a. Stress Testing 
The main purpose is to determine whether the 
should, large and varies workload at one tim . lt subj t s 1 m 10 high 
loads over a short period of time. 
b. Security Testing 
The objective is to verify the protection mechanism such as dealing with 
improper penetration. 
c. Human Factor Testing 
In this testing, interface is being evaluated by many user to get th best 
interaction effects. It concentrates at the appearance and the interact! n of 
the system. All aspect that may be related to ea e of use, uch as display 
screen, will be examined. 
Ace ptance T ting (End U er T ting) 
There are two type of end-u 'er for the TP yst m which is pre ch I 
children and teachers/parents. Before delivery the y tern, I need to find end u er to 
te st and evalu ue m sy tem ind I · m et c mm ·nt and sugg uion from th m t 
impr c m 1u tlit and us 1t ilit . I pr •pur · om· cv iluat! n f rm t ret 
ornrn nt ind . uu ·. tion Hum nd us •r. From th ir . uu 'C. tion md comm ·nt I c n 
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do some changing if possible or as my system future enhancement. I have invited 
some parents and children to test my system Beside that, I also invited s nu 
students from faculty to fill evaluation form and give comment and 'U • ti< u tt m. 
system. Due to time constraint, 1 consider students as parents and k th mt ttn the 
evaluation form (view from parent perceptions). Below are om comm n. fl m th~ 
end user through analysis from the survey. 
Evaluation from some teachers/parents after testing 
l. I was conducting my testing and get feedback from the parents. Firstly, I 
explained to the parents about what the system that I was designed. I also do 
demonstration for every function and explained the usability of the functions. 
There are some feedbacks from them during conversation. After 
demonstration, 1 let the parents to try the system functions. astly, they fill 
the form to evaluate my sy tern. 
2. Below is the statistic of the survey: 
Evaluation Field 
Overall y tern 
l. I ntcrfacc attractive? 
Agree Moderate Diss rec 
6 
2. Re pond time (fast? 5 
yllabu of y. tern tbility 
A Alpha cl 
0 Numl ·r 
2 
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C = Shapes I Colors 5 2 0 
D=Mora) 4 3 0 
- E = Human Being's Body 6 I o 
F =Family Relationships 5 2 0 
(7 teachers/parents) 
Evaluation Overall System 
6 
5 
Numberof 4 
teachers/ 3 
parents 2 
1 
0 1!5!1....W~-. ..... -ta!!!li =lliiZi~ 
2 1 3 
Evaluation Scales 
D Interface 
Attractive 
Respond Time 
D Easy to Use 
Fi ur 7-3: Mod Overall yst m Performance by Tucbent and Par uu 
Legend: 
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Evaluation Syllabus of System Usability 
6 
5 
~ 
Agr 
o Moderate 
•Disagree 
Numberof 4 
teachers/ 3 
parents 2 
1 
0 
3 5 6 4 2 1 
Syllabus 
Figure 7-4: Mode Syllabus of System U ability by Teachers and Pareo 
Legend: 
}=Alphabet 
2=Number 
3 hap s/ olor 
4 Moral 
..... -- 5=Human Being's Body 
6=Family Relationships 
Evaluation from End er ( tud nt act p rent) 
I. clow i the . tnti. tic of the survey: 
Evaluation Fi Id Agr • • Mod rat 
Ov rall y. tcm 
I. I ntcrfacc aura ·ti c 
() -· ll · 
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3. Easy to use? 4 1 0 
Syllabus of System Usability 
- 
l.Alphabet 4 1 t 
2.Number 4 l 0 
3.Shapes I Colors 3 - 
4.Moral 4 1 0 
5.Human Being's Body 4 1 0 
6.Family Relationships 3 2 0 
(5 student as parents) 
3 
Numberof 2 
Parents 
Evaluation Overall System 
(Student act teachers/parents) 
4 
Interface ~ 
Attractive 
o Respond Time 
lo Easy to Use 1 
0 
1 2 3 
Figur 7-5: Mode Ov II y t m Perfermanc by Parco 
L · rend: 
Evaluation Sc les 
c __ 'c_><_ci M_o_d _·r-nt_. 
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Evaluation Syallabus of System Usability 
(Student act teachers/parents) 
4 
3 
Numberof 2 
Parents 
Moderate 1 
o Disagree ____, 1 
2 4 5 6 3 1 
Syllabus 
igure 7-6: Mode Syllabus of ystem ability by Parents 
Legend: 
Alphabet 
2-Number 
4=Moral 
5 Human Being' 
6= amily Relation hip 
onclu ion for 14.:nd lJ er T ting 
Throu ih th· 'Inti 'Ii· ab ' o ·rull ' 'I m non-run ·ti nul r quir .rncnt 
a hi is nttr< ti , fo. t r • nd tim nd as 
conu ut ·r nowlcd ic at all but 
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they still conclude that the system is easy to use. This is a high achievement becaus 
the system no needs to give training to the user during system delivery. id thnt 
most of end user also agrees with the functions of the system provid d. u t th, 
time constraint, some of the suggestions are as my future cnhanccm nr. 
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7.4 Chapter Summary 
Testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and r pr ' nt. th' 
ultimate review of specification, design and coding. Unit inrc rrntion an . 't1t'm 
testing has been carried out for L TP ystem. At the end of th t • tin phns the 
system should be able to perform the tasks required and fr e of rro . 
Chapter eight present the system evaluation which rev als th problem 
encountered and solution, system strength and system constraints, future 
enhancements, knowledge and experience gained. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and lltt hnt rmnt 
phase before delivery the system to the end user. Sy tern cv luatio 
user environment, attitudes, information priorities and several oth r 
to be considered carefully before effectiveness can be conclud d. At II th ph f 
the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously drawing on 
a variety of sources and information. 
8.1 Problem Encountered and Solution 
The following are the major problems encountered from the beginning of the 
project through the end of the system development process. 
8.1.1 Scope ls Not Properly Defined 
Jn the initial stage of development, several problems were encountered in 
specifying the scope of the system. The scope must be clearly defined before the 
system can tart The solution to solve the problems are through interviewing the 
potential users checking the current available similar ite and al having di c 
with upervi or. 
8.1.2 Problem in Tool 
hoosin 1 th ri zht t >0ls is import mt t · · uis th· uppropri te to L would 
h Ip to d ' ·I p th ' t m in 1 mor •fli ·i int w 1 • 'l .olv thi pr bl m, I ha • 
l 1 
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discussed with course mate who develop similar system and also having som 
research and review on various tools. 
8.1.3 Difficulties in Designing User Interface 
I was lack of knowledge and experience of the real syst m flo ut f 
standard user interface. Therefore, it is difficult in designing th mo t ppr priat 
logic and user interface. By referring to many system interface, it helps to design the 
user interface in a more presentable and attractive style. 
8.1.4 Limited Knowledge about Pre School 
Limited knowledge about pre school causes difficulties in developing the 
system. Problem solved by searching information via internet and asked some 
opinion from my friends who are working at kindergarten as a teacher before. 
Through those my friends, I get many useful information about pre school. 
8.1.5 Lack of Hardware and Software onfiguration 
The hardware and oftware n eded to develop the TP y tern need to be 
configured to meet its development requirements. Beside that help files and 
references from the Internet also being used to solve the problem. 
8. I .6 Lack of (i lash M Re ourc s in niv r Uy of M dnyn 
Flash MX is a w 11 nown und popul ir in d v lopmcnt ut th · lib f 
Univ ·rsi Malaya d '. not hu mu h n our ·s for Fl u h MX r ferencc 1 ks. 
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There are only have Flash 5 reference books in library only but I required lash M 
reference book. Therefore, I turned on to electronic reference. lectroni 
could be obtained through the Internet and it is more conveni nt and up tc dnt . 
8.2 System Strengths 
The system strengths are described as follow: 
8.2.1 Standard Interface 
L TPC System provides a standard interface appearance through the whole 
system. Besides, it has friendly GUl where all type of button is well defined. This is 
to ensure that the user can easily use the system without any briefing or with minimal 
training. 
8.2.2 Ease of Getting Information 
The system provides 6 syllabuses such as alphabet, numbers, shapes/col rs 
moral education, human being s body and family relationships. ser can get all thes 
information by just click on the system. 
8.2.3 y tern Tran parcncy 
stem tran patency ref r to the condition wh r · the u r · do not n · ·d t 
n w ab ut the tru tur •. For in t me· u ' do n t ne ·d t n w h w to create 
pa . All the n d to do is to .lic on th· button that proviu ·d t.ot t infon mt ion. 
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8.2.4 Simpler Than Manual System 
L TPC system is simpler to use compare to the manual system. LTP s .1 m 
provides a paperless environment. 
8.2.5 Viewing Scene 
L TPC system provides live viewing scene for childr n t ach r and parent 
The teachers can teach by using this system in anywhere, not only just in the class or 
parents teaching their children at home. 
8.3 System Constraints 
The system constraints are described as below: 
8.3.1 No Other Language Support 
he ystem will only use nglish as single communication language a 
English is the international language. Other languages are not included in the system. 
8.3.2 Limited Syllabus 
The information for improving children education wa limit d. Ju t 
syllabuses include in the system only. 
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8.4 Future Enhancement 
Due to the limitation of this system, there are a few suggestion,' that nm. 
useful to future enhancement of the L TPC System. The suggestions nr n. bcl 
8.4.1 Provide Changeable Version 
As the system is aim at Malaysian Citizens, th rcfor besid English, 
providing another version of the national language - Bahasa Malaysia version The 
user can choose either in Malay version or English version. 
8.4.2 Improving the Viewing Scene 
Viewing scene can be improved in its quality. Beside that, add more 
animation into the system so that it can be more attractive. 
8.5 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
By developing the L TPC system, personally I feel that I have teamed a lot of 
things, which I have never, knew or realized before this. ome of the kn wlcdgc and 
experience gained. 
c ide kn wlcdgc on technical a pee m dclin , graphic auth ring 
and sound composition there are al o th r valua le e ricnc 1 in fr m 
working on this project such as: 
1. ing c J cd t n . . t 'Ill de \;I pm nt nvin nm nt 
11. nun how to man t • u proj · t t in tim · ind isuurc 
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m. Experience on how to integrate and full utilize various technologies into 
developing system 
iv. Learn to work independently 
v. Cultivated skills in writing documentations and reports 
vt, Boost self-confidence, self-esteem and good communication . kill 
8.6 Reviews on Goals 
There should be certain expectation and objective achieved at the final stage 
of the project 
8.6.1 Expectation Achieved 
The system had fulfilled the expectation stated at the early stage of the 
project. AJI the basic foundation of the sy tern was being de igned and implemented. 
Moreover, the end product met the criteria such as ease to use, reliability, 
manageability, expandability and usability. 
8.6.2 Objective Achieved 
The system created had fulfilled all the requirements tatcd in the early 
chapter, therefore, the objectives to e tablish the application had en achicv d. 
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8. 7 Chapter Summary 
As a conclusion, this project was succeeded in achieving the ohj ti ~' t f 
developing multimedia learning tools for pre school children - L P S 
projected the main idea of general office environment as to promot F l , rlcss 
environment with the routing of information through the workflow appli ti n. 
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Appendix 
System Testing Evaluation Survey (Student) 
1. Is the system interface attractive? 
0 Attractive 0 Moderate 0 Poor 
2. Is the system ease to use? 
QEasy O Moderate O Hard 
3. How the system respond time? 
0 Fast O Moderate O Slow 
4. Please evaluate the syllabus of the system below please tick for each section): 
l. Agree 2. Moderate 3. Not Agree 
1. Syllabus: Alphabet, which allow children learning all of 26 
alphabets. 
a. Attractive interface 1 2 3 
b. Respond time I 2 3 
c. Usability 1 2 3 
Additional omrnent: 
11. Syllabus: Number, which allow children learning number from 
1-20. 
a. Attractive interface 
b. Respond time 
c. Usability 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
Additional ommcnt: 
111. yllebus: hape I olor , which allow children t learn 
differential of the various hapes und color . 
a. Attractiv interface I 
b. R' pond time I 2 
. • nbilit I 
Ad liti nut mm nt: 
11 
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tv. Syllabus: Moral, which allow children introduce th mo nl 
education. 
a. Attractive interface 
b. Respond time 
c. Usability 3 
Additional Comment: 
v. Syllabus: Human Being's Body, which allow children to knov 
about the human body parts. 
a. Attractive interface 1 2 3 
b. Respond time 1 2 3 
c. Usability J 2 3 
Additional Comment: 
vi. yllabus: Family Relation hip , which allow children knowing 
more detail about the different family relation hip diagram. 
a. Attractive interface 1 2 3 
b. Respond time 2 3 
c. Usability 2 3 
Additional Comment: 
Name: 
Matric Numb r: ~~~~~~~~~ 
ate: 
Th in ou Io our '<H>t utionl 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
L TPC System is a standalone system that is used by th 
teacher and parent. The system provided a learning cnvironm nr for th 
L TPC system also can be a learning tool for the teacher and par nt, Th . : . tcra 
provided some syllabuses for pre school children learn at it u h B.5 lph t 
numbers, colors and so on. They can also use the system to enjoy b use the 
system provided game comer to the children. Beside that, LTPC system also allows 
children do some art work in it. Music comer and story telling corner can be found in 
the system also, this let the children feel relax besides learning. 
1.1 About This Manual 
This user manual will guide u er through all the function available in the 
system. This manual includes the following part such as: 
• System Overview 
• Hardware and oftware Requirement 
• Teacher/Parent Module 
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Chapter 2 Hardware & Software Requirements 
2.1 Client Side Requirements 
2.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware requirements to execute the system arc listed below: 
a) PC with a Pentium (Pentium 233MHz or higher) 
b) At least 128 MB ofRAM(256 MB is recommended) 
c) At least 650 MB (2 GB is recommended) 
d) VGA or other compatible monitor display 
e) Others standard computer peripherals 
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Chapter 3 Getting Started 
3.1 Start up LTPC System 
1. Start Setup.exe 
2. Go through the Installation procedure 
3. Run the CD 
4. Click on the main.exe to start the system 
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Chapter 4 Teacher/Parent Module 
This module contents the syllabus of the learning corner, which are: 
1. Alphabet 
2. Numbers 
3. Shapes/Colors 
4. Moral Education 
5. Human Being's Body 
6. Family Relationships 
4.1 Main Page 
Fi rur 4-l: Mi In Pai; 
tting SUll't d: 
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1. The Main Page consists of 6 buttons which will link to sub modules which 
content the syllabuses of the system. 
2. The navigation of the buttons are as below: 
• [Alphabet] 
Allow the user (children) learning alphabet or as a learnin t oJ f r tl1 
user (teacher or parent). 
• [Numbers] 
All.ow user (children) learning number 1-20 or as a Jearning method for 
the user (teacher or parent). 
• [Shapes/Colors] 
Introduce the various hapcs and color to the user (children). 
• [Model] 
Provided l 0 examples of moral education to the user. 
• [Human Being's Body] 
how the human ody parts to the u 'er (children and as a learning tool 
for the user teacher and parent). 
• [Family Relationship J 
Pr id id ampl 
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Chapter 5 Directional of Sub Modules 
5.1 Alphabet module 
-:/ l NEXT >> 
I • 1 . I '. t ' ' - "' 04 ., 
to • , 
~ c to· ., 
I)'°'-· - trOI. s. , •oi •.• - s G ror -· 
fOt ~· 
I for._ 
1 ror •. - l. re -· 
ee ,; - tit.for .•• 
A to Z. 
Figure S-l: Alphabet page fer A to M 
<<BACK 
I • 
- 
..,. rm •. 
t or •.• 
- 
N fO( ... 
o ro· •. 
f> f"Ot • 
Q '°" .. 
It IOI-. - l ror •• 
1 'Of •• - f()( .. 
vro· .. - fOf ... 
- 
lfi nrt S..2: Al(lb h t p • fur N to 7, 
'ju:t h< v th ·ntir ... nlph ib ·t whi h 81 ut fr m ilphu ·t 
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• The page provided the alphabet sound by just clicking 011 the speaker 
image fo11ow the alphabet that you choose. 
• Printing method also can be found in this p go by ju. t ti k )1\ th 
printer image button which located below the Print title h lo 
• There are also provided a few examples for ea h lph l t l H k th 
link that show below the xamples title . 
.. 
A I r; )\ ... ·" " r. • i\ F\ t·\ ,#·\ .. I t·\ f·\ - - - . . 
A I - - a ., ... .r"( rl /"'( ~q o · .... •,.A ..... ·~ .... . . ~- a 
rr t 
Figure 5-3: Alph b t print out method page 
• This is the print method page for alphabet A. 
• Print out button provided t all w this page print out for writing 
practice to the user. 
• Thi · sy tern provided all 6 alpha 'l print out method. 
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Figure 5-4: Page of alphabet examples 
• This is the example page for the alphabet. 
• 3 examples of images for each alphabet will be given. 
• When clic on the image ound for the word of the image will pell 
out. 
Ao .... for 
a oplon 
a opl n 
o oplo 
ant 
or 
0 
,, I 
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• This is the print out method of the example for the alphabet. 
• Print out button provided to allow this page print out tor \J '1in 
practice to the user. 
• The system provides 3 examples of related ima for • h lph bet, 
5.2 Number module 
10§1 
Figure 5-6: Numbers pag for I to 10 
<< 
111 · un ~ 7: Numht tU• ' for 1 l fo () 
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• This is the page which content number 1to20. 
• Each number provides two functions, one i print out m thod n j 
another one is a link to movie clip. 
1 
""--·- -- --·-----·-~-- 
··-··------· --··--·- ... -·--------- 
···········- ····•······ •.•....... 
.. fJACK 
Figure -8: Numb rs print out method s pag 
• Thi i the print ut page for the number. 
• Allow user print out the page and doing the writing practice. 
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• A movie clip page for the number. 
5.3 Shapes/Colors 
Figure 5-lO: hape's and olor' page 
• This page include various shapes and colors. 
• The hape's part eparated in 2 and 30 hape, each part pr vided an 
example of the hape by click on the button at right-bottom comer. 
• While the color' part how JO difference color . 
• It also provided an example for each difference color by clicking the 
orange button. 
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14olfbull 
square 
IUu 
'!'I 11n1 
Figure 5-11: Example of 2D shap 's page 
• This is the example page for 20 shape. 
llkt• 
tmllt 
11 -amid 
like• 
Figure -12: t ampl of JD hape' png 
• This i. th • e um I • pa • for D shu 
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•• 
0 
• ohw 
Figure 5-t 3: Example of color's page 
• This is the example of color page. 
5.4 Moral 
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• This page show 10 example of moral education. 
• Each example provided a short story of it. 
5.5 Human Being's Body 
}Jurr 21 
fl'i tur • 5-15: II uman B in~'. Bocty•. 1>ag • 
• Thi is the human being b dy page which includes 4 major butt n 
that are ann, leg, head and body button. 
• When click on the button, the part of the human dy that you click d 
will show. 
• The peaker image i a butt n that p II ut the pr nounce of that 
word. 
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5.6 Family Relationships 
Figure 5-16: Family Relationship's pa ze 
• This i the family relation hip page which contented two generation 
and three generation f mily r lation ihip utton, 
1" wo qeneralion 
How m: ny children i your f mily? 
Fl1'ut·r ... 17: ll, an pl or h o ·~itt't' lion' IJ tf(f.' 
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• This is two generation page which had 10 examples of the number of 
children in a family. 
+ 
fottl•r 
( J 
Figure 5-18: Page of two generation family relation hip eumple 
• Thi page show the diagram f the example of the num r of 
children in a family. 
Thre« qene 11/ion 
Ii ure ~~M: 1 hr ~ llt'r tlon faauU rrl lion hip' !)Jfit 
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• This is the example of three generation relationship. 
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